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Measuring Climate Risk from the 
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Fossil companies that remain 
fossil are unattractive for investors
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Challenging the Status Quo

www.carbontracker.org @carbonbubble #strandedassets

http://www.carbontracker.org
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 An independent non-profit financial think-tank. 

o City of London and Wall Street professionals.

o Climate financial risks & thought leadership for investors, regulators and NGO’s.

 Focus on energy transition risks to the fossil fuel sectors.

o Supply of emissions: Oil, Gas and Coal extraction. 

o Demand: Power generation, Refiners, Transportation etc.

 Utilizing industry data, but our analysis and calculations.

o IEA’s demand scenarios (SDS, B2DS, 450, NPS etc.) 

o Industry databases from Rystad Energy, Wood Mackenzie etc. 

 Disclaimer:  Not investment advisors.

Carbon Tracker at a glance

 Modelling the implications of the world’s climate targets (2°C) at an 

asset level to conceptualize how declining demand will play out in a 

market context.  

www.carbontracker.org @CarbonBubble #strandedassets

http://www.carbontracker.org
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How should you 

think about the 

carbon bubble?



=>  We can’t burn it allThe Carbon Bubble
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Total 2˚C Carbon Budget

for the fossil fuel industry

24%

CO2 embedded in total 

reserves and resources 

owned by private & 

public companies  

Carbon budget 

allocation by fuel 

900 GtCO2

2860 GtCO2

36%

40%

coal oil gas

Source: Unburnable Carbon report, Carbon Tracker, 2011

We compared ‘allowable’ carbon emissions in a carbon budget to 2050 with 

80% probability of staying below 2˚C threshold with existing fossil fuel reserves.

Carbon Bubble

Stranded Assets



The world is heading for disaster
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Source: IEA, IRENA
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• Based on IPCC data, the energy sector can release 700 Gt of CO2 

from 2018 to give the world a 66% chance to avoid global warming of 

over 2 degrees Celsius pre-industrial levels.

• Meanwhile, the energy sector released 32 Gt of CO2 in 2016, grew 

in 2017 and continue to rise.

• So, if nothing changes, we will use up the budget within 20 years.
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Paris Climate Agreement sends a clear signal

 The Paris Agreement is to limit global average warming to 

“well below” 2˚C.

 The goal for net zero GHGs after 2050 implies an even earlier 

phasing out of CO2 emissions by as early as 2050.

 187 countries have submitted plans that cover around 95% of 

global CO2 emissions and include China and India … US 

exit?

 These INDCs commit the world to 10% lower fossil fuel 

demand than BAU to 2030

The direction of travel towards

low-carbon is clear…
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But fossil fuel companies continue to bet on fossils

…Yet

 BP is projecting a 18% increase in fossil fuel use by 2035

 Exxon expects a 19% increase by 2040 

 Shell’s ‘Current Outlook’ 37% to 2040

 OPEC projects 26% to 2040

Sources: 

ExxonMobil (2017) The Outlook for Energy: A view to 2040

BP (2017) BP Energy Outlook 2035

Shell (2014) Carbon Asset Risk response

OPEC (2017) World Oil Outlook

Companies are:

• Overstating energy demand, 

• Underestimating an increasing role for renewables and 

• Ignoring looming changes in energy.

file://localhost/. http/::corporate.exxonmobil.com:en:energy:energy-outlook
http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/energy-outlook-2035/energy-outlook-to-2035.html
http://s02.static-shell.com/content/dam/shell-new/local/corporate/corporate/downloads/pdf/investor/presentations/2014/sri-web-response-climate-change-may14.pdf
http://www.opec.org/opec_web/static_files_project/media/downloads/publications/WOO 2015.pdf
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The energy consensus is wrong

…Yet

Companies are overstating energy demand, underestimating an 

increasing role for renewables and ignoring looming changes in 

energy.

• The energy consensus is shaped by incumbents, expects business as 
usual, and makes four main errors.

• Costs … They expect renewable costs to stop falling rapidly.

• Growth … So they expect a rapid slow-down in the growth of renewables.

• Timing … So they do not expect peak fossils for another 30 years or so.

• Significance … And they think that peaking demand is not important.

Source: Shell, BP, DNV, OPEC, Exxon, IEA, EIA.  To end of modeling horizon
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Energy is being disrupted by tech and learning

Source: Carbon Tracker
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Renewable Fossil

Subsidy needed 

for renewables

Policymakers can 
tax the fossil 
externality

• Solar costs have been falling at 17% p.a. since 2010 and IRENA calculates the 
learning rate at 35%. In an ever wider range of locations, solar and wind are 
cheaper than fossil fuels.

• Battery costs have been falling at 20% p.a. since 2010 and by 2020 EV will be 
price comparable with oil cars.

• When renewables beat fossils, policymakers can move from subsidy to taxation.

• Not to forget - Emerging markets will adopt renewable based energy systems.
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Source:  Chevron, Managing climate change risks, a perspective for investors, 2017

Lower expected demand = lower expected prices
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Illustration only – not drawn to scale

Relatively inexpensive 
assets. Still competitive at 
lower demand and prices

Relatively expensive assets. 
Uncompetitive at lower 
demand and prices

P2 = Reduced price
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Riskiest projects at high end of supply cost curve

Carbon Supply 

Cost Curve
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Cost curves assume economic logic
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IEA scenarios

Scenario Description Probability
(50%)

Probability
(66%)

New Policies 

Scenario (NPS)

IEA’s central scenario published in WEO. It is 

“designed to show where existing policies as 

well as announced policy intentions might lead 

the energy sector”. 

2.7°C 3°C

Sustainable 

Development 
Scenario (SDS)

Previous 450 Scenario, IEA’s main 

decarbonization scenario. It is “consistent with 

the direction needed to achieve the objectives of 

the Paris Agreement”, and further incorporates 

ambitions relating to universal energy access 

and improvements in air quality. 

2°C 2.3°C

Beyond 2 

Degrees 

Scenario (B2DS)

Like the SDS, it is driven by outcomes rather 

than inputs; that is, the demand pathway results 

from the ultimate goal, in this case limiting global 

warming to 1.75°C by 2100, “the midpoint of the 

Paris Agreement’s ambition range. 

1.75°C 2°C
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Demand: Coal particularly sensitive to scenario

• B2DS sees 45% less thermal coal demand than NPS compared to 

14% for gas
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Oil demand

Oil demand growth B2DS SDS NPS

CAGR (2018-2035) -1.8% -1.0% 0.4%
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Gas demand

Gas demand growth B2DS SDS NPS

CAGR (2018-2035) -0.3% 0.7% 1.6 %
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Thermal coal demand

Thermal coal demand growth B2DS SDS NPS

CAGR (2018-2035) -5.5% -3.3% 0.5%
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Capex and production relative to NPS

Oil relative to NPS B2DS SDS NPS

Production (2018-2035) -22% -11% 0%

Capex (2018-2025) -39% -22% 0%

Gas relative to NPS B2DS SDS NPS

Production (2018-2035) -10% -3% 0%

Capex (2018-2025) -16% -7% 0%

Thermal coal relative to NPS B2DS SDS NPS

Production (2018-2035) -38% -23% 0%

Capex (2018-2025) -50% -40% 0%



Identifying “winners and losers” requires a bottom up 
comparable analysis (timing, costs of potential 
projects and production etc.).

① 68 E&P’s in S&P Global Oil index + Saudi Aramco

② Demand: IEA(450) scenario

③ Supply: Rystad Energy’s UCube database (end 2016)

④ 15% IRR to calculate ‘breakeven’

⑤ Oil (global), Gas (3 mkts) + “everything else”

⑥ Potential capex inside/ outside of 2°C budget
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2 Degrees of Separation – Upstream Oil & Gas

Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative, 2 Degrees of Separation, 2017

www.2degreeseparation.com



1. Establish demand level 
consistent with 2°C pathway.

Use publicly available demand 
scenario as a baseline (based on 
IEA (450, SDS) scenario.
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Establish potential demand and supply curves

Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative, 2 Degrees of Separation, 2017

2. Establish supply cost curve of 
available projects.

This approach aligns with operation 
of the market (based on Rystad 
Energy’s UCube database)
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Oil & Gas upstream scenario analysis powered by Rystad’s Ucube with PRI

Source: 2-Degree of Separation, Carbon Tracker, Jun 2017

① US$ 2.3 Trillion (~1/3) potential capex to 2025 is unneeded vs. Business as Usual.

② 2/3 of potential unneeded capex controlled by publicly traded companies.

2°C Scenario Analysis
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We have seen some early victims

Electricity sector write-downs in Europe $bn

Source: IEA
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• European electricity.  $150 bn of write-downs and a fall in sector 
capitalisation of over $500bn.

• Global coal. Bankruptcy of sector leaders with near peak coal prices.

• Machinery.  Collapse in demand for turbines, and in the GE share price.

• Automotive.  The global auto sector has been forced to do a U turn 
towards EV over the last 18 months.
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The energy transition and demand peaks
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For more information please visit:

www.carbontracker.org

@CarbonBubble

If you are interested in knowing more,

please get in touch:

hjeppesen@carbontracker.org


